
600 DPI 300 DPI

100 DPI 72 DPI

Required Effective Resolution of Images within your press ready PDFs
• 300 dpi or higher for standard photo imagery.
• 600 dpi (minimum) - 2400 dpi (maximum) for images that contain text or line art.

A press ready PDF containing images that lack adequate effective resolution may result in Order Process notifying your
franchise office. Ads that contain low-resolution rasterized text may result in undesirable legibility.

We recommend that Press Ready Ads be built using a page layout program, like Adobe InDesign.

We suggest against using image editing programs like Photoshop for typesetting.

If using Photoshop for typesetting, the resolution must be at least 600 dpi for images that contain text or line art.

Viewing images on your MDC proof at 100%
Small images will often “appear” okay on your monitor or digital device because your eye assumes the images contain detail 
that is not really there. 

The printed coupon will exaggerate the flaws when low resolution images are used within your press ready ad.

You need to zoom in on your MDC proof whenever DPI is questioned. (see pages 2-5)

NOTE: Avoid setting text in Photoshop even when using a high resolution such as 600 DPI, 
because the text will never look as sharp as text that is vector based.



600 DPI:
Even at 600 DPI you can begin seeing some pixilation within “Now that’s Italian!” 
But notice that the text in this paragraph appears extremely sharp. That is because this paragraph text
was set in a page layout program, i.e., Adobe InDesign, and its text is vector (not an image). 

Vector text set using Adobe InDesign will print extremely sharp and crisp with no jagged edges.



300 DPI:
At 300 DPI the pixilation in the words “Now that’s Italian!” will become more apparent.

This is why we state in our guidelines that text within an image must contain a 
resolution of at LEAST 600 DPI. (Higher is Better)



100 DPI:
Notice the jagged edges have become very visible.

This is approximately how it will look when printed because a printed piece
displays far greater detail than your computer monitor.



72 DPI:
72 DPI is the resolution of web images. (Avoid web images!)

This is approximately how it will look when printed because a printed piece
displays far greater detail than your computer monitor.



100 DPI images and text:
This example PDF contained no vector text and was created in Photoshop, including its text and logo.
It was created and saved at 100 DPI. Zooming in at 500% can clearly display the flaws.


